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We shall give a new proof of the main theorem of [2]. Brauer’s original 
proof in that paper used a combination of arithmetical and norm-theoretic 
arguments. Iizuka [3] simplified some of Brauer’s lemmas. The proof of 
Nagao [.5] is based on results of Green concerning P-projective modules. 
The present proof is purely arithmetical, being based on the choice of a 
suitable order in the group ring. 
In Section 1, we define our order. Section 2 contains some elementary 
facts about modular characters. The results in Section 3 about the structure 
of a certain ideal in the residue order are critical for our proof. Finally, in 
Section 4, we state and prove Brauer’s theorem. 
Throughout the paper the following notation is used: 
G - a finite group 
3 - a p-adic number field containing all 1 G Ith roots of 1 
D - the ring of integers in 5 
P - the maximal ideal of ZJ 
s* - the quotient field D/p 
p - the rational prime divisible by p 
A - an abelian subgroup of G 
A^  -the group of irreducible &-characters of A. 
The subgroup A is further restricted in Sections 3 and 4. Finally, all modules 
are left and unitary (if their coefficient ring possesses an identity). 
1. THE ORDER 
Each character x in A determines an idempotent: 
(1.1) 
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in the group ring s[G]. These idempotents form an orthogonal decomposi- 
tion of 1. 
For any y  E G and any x, 4 E A, let B,,(y) E G[G] be definedlby: 
B,,(y) = [A : ,4 n AY] e(x) . 7 . e(4). (1.2) 
Here, as usual, AY denotes the conjugate subgroup y-lA~, 
The following identities are quite useful: 
LEMMA. Suppose y  E G, 01~ , 01~ E A, and x, 4 E a. Then: 
B,,(W%) = XC%) VW 4&J) (1.3a) 
(1.3b) 
(1.3c) 
Proof. (1.3a) follows from the identity: cue(h) = e(A) CY = A(a) . e(x), for 
all 01 E A, X E a, together with the fact that A n A”lyaz = A n AY. 
In (1.3b), ,$’ is the character on AY determined by x’(cP) = X(U), for all 
01 E A. Suppose X’(CY) f  $(cY), for some o( E A n A”. Since CC’-’ E A, identity 
(1.3a) implies: 
B,,(y) := B,,,(a”-’ y  a-‘) =: x(0? -7 #(a-‘) 4&4 = X’(“> 1L(4-l BX.Yb+ 
But x’(a) z)(cY--1 # I. so B,,(y) = 0. 
In view of (1.3a) and (1.2), the sum on the right side of (1.3~) is 
CC,, e(c) airaae(Q. But EC e(c) = 1. So (1.3~) holds. 
As one application of the above identities, we have: 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Fix y  E G. Then the nonzero B,*(y), x, # E A, form a 
basis for the subspace ?8 of G[G] spanned by the double coset AyA. 
Proof. From (1.1) and (1.2) it is clear that any Bx&) is a linear combina- 
tion of terms in AyA. So they all lie in D. 
By (1.3c), the B,+(r) span 21. 
The elements of AyA form a basis for (n. So dim % = 1 AyA 1. 
If  B,,,,(y) # 0, then, by (1.3b), x, 4 must satisfy: 
xY I 
AnAY 
(1.5) 
The number of pairs of characters X, $ E a satisfying (1.5) is clearly 
lAnAYI.[A:AnAY][AY:AnAr]=lAyA/. 
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So the number of nonzero B,,(y) is at most equal to the dimension of !lJ. 
Hence they form a basis for 21. 
COROLLARY 1.6. B&) # 0 if and only if (1.5) holds. 
The critical multiplicative properties of the B,,(r) are given in: 
LEMMA 1.7. Let y, S E G and x, #, 5, 6 E a be elements for which B,,(y) 
and BJS) are both nonzero. Choose any coset representatives 01~ , --a, (Y~ for the 
subgroup C = (AY A A) . (A n Ad-‘) in A. Then: 
B,,(y) . BCE(S) = 2 I,/@;‘) [A n A”‘+ : A n A8 n Ayai8] B&Q), 
i=l 
if #=5 
= 0, if *+5. 
Proof. If # # 5, the above product is zero, since e(#) - e(c) = 0. So assume 
that yG = 5. By (1.2), our product is: 
B,+(y) . B&S) = [A : A n -47 [A : A n Ad] e(x) - y  - e(#) S - e(5). 
Now apply the following identities: 
ebb) = [G-q g1 $Nay’)ai] * e (# I C) 
1 C 1 = I A n A+‘1 . ) A n A” I/i A n Ay n A@ 1. 
These give: 
B.&) . BJS) = [A : A n AY n A6-‘1 k$(a;l) 
i=l 
X 4x) . Y .e($ lAAAY f (1.8) 
It is easily seen that e(x) * y = y * e(xy). Since BXV(y) # 0, Corollary 1.6 
implies that (1.5) holds. Hence 
4~‘) . et+ I AnAY) = 4x9 .e(xY I,,,,) = 4x9. 
We conclude that 
4x1 Y ~e(~l,,.J = e(x) . Y. 
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Similarly 
So the term in braces in ( 1.8) is just 
e(x) . ynZS e(t) == [A : A n Ay”i”]-l . B,,(ya,S). 
Since A is abelian, A n AY = A n AYa?. So 
(A n AY n A”-‘)’ = A* n Aymis n A. 
I f  this and the conclusions of the preceeding paragraph are substituted in 
(1 A), the result is the identity of our lemma. 
The basic result of this section is: 
THEOREM 1.9. Let yl, .*., yS be a system of representatives for the double 
cosets of A in G. Then the nonzeYo elements: B,,,(yi), x, # E a, i = I, ..., s, 
form a basis ovey B of an order in s[ G] . Th zs order, which we denote by D(G / A), 
is independent of the choice of the representatives yi . 
Proof. Let \3n be the D-submodule of g[G] generated by the nonzero 
B,,(yJ. By (1.3a), sm contains BE(y) whenever y  E G, 5, [ E a. So Lemma 1.7 
implies that %11 is a subring of a[G]. 
By (1.3c), %II contains 1 = c;,EBCt(l). 
Proposition 1.4 implies that the nonzero B&J form a basis for g[G]. 
From this we conclude, first, that W spans g[G] and hence is an order in 
G[G], and second that the nonzero B,,(yi) form a basis for !Ut over D. 
The fact that %I1 = ?3(G / A) is independent of the choice of the yi follows 
immediately from (1.3a). 
The group ring D[G] s 8[G] has as its center the ring 3(U[G]) of all 
D-linear combinations of the class sums of G. 
PROPOSITION 1.10. :j(Z)[G]) is a subsing of B(G/ A). 
Proof. Let K be a class of G. We claim its class sum lies in Z)(G 1 A). 
Write K as a disjoint union of subsets K, , ..., K, where Ki has the form: 
Ki = (rim / N E A}, for some fixed yi E G. 
Let Ci be the subgroup of A centralizing yi . Then (1.3~) implies 
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We know that &GA <(01-l) E( (II is zero, if 5 # f, and 1 A 1, if 5 = 8. Hence: )
2 y = [A n Ayi : Ci] .z B&i) E D(G I A). (1.11) 
YEKi 
6 A 
E 
This implies that 
lies in D(G 1 A). 
2. MODULARCHARACTERS 
Certain elements of D(G 1 A) h ave special importance. For example, the 
idempotents e(y) all lie in D(G 1 A), because eh) = B,,(l). Since they form 
an orthogonal decomposition of 1, every D(G 1 A)-module YX has a direct 
sum decomposition: 
!LR = 2 e(x) . fm. (2.1) 
xeA 
Each element Y of the normalizer N(A) of A in G lies in D(G 1 A), since, 
by (L~c), Y = & B&). (It is easily seen that these are the only elements of 
G lying in D(G 1 A).) So every D(G j A)-module ‘9X is also an N(A)-module. 
Suppose u is an element of the centralizer C(A) of A in G. Then 
ue(x) = e(x) u, for every x E A. Hence, each e(x) * YJI in (2.1) is a C(A)- 
submodule of 9.R. 
Let !R be a modular D(G 1 A)-module, i.e., a finitely generated D(G / A)- 
module for which p . % = (0). Then ‘B is a direct sum of the modular C(A)- 
submodules e(x) * %. We define qua,% to be the modular character on C(A) of 
e(x) * ‘R (See [I] for the definition of modular characters and their proper- 
ties.) 
Suppose % has a chain of D(G 1 A)-submodules: 
%=%(J2 rn,? ma.2 illa=( 
Then each e(x) * % has a corresponding chain of C(A)-submodules: 
e(x) % = e(x) So 1 --- 2 e(x) an = (0). 
Furthermore, e(x) * &Je(x) . gni and e(x) . (Q-&) are naturally isomorphic 
as C(A)-modules. From the usual properties of modular characters, we 
conclude: 
%,W = 2 ~x.wi-ll!ni 7 for all XEA. 
i-l 
(2.2) 
181-3 
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Let %R be a finitely-generated D(G ( A)- mo u e, which is torsion-free as an d 1 
D-module. Then 9-R can be embedded in the S[G]-module 3 $Jo ‘%I. So it 
determines a character X of G. This is related to the modular characters 
I&~ of $2 = !JJljp . YJ1 as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. If  u 2s ap-regular element of C(A), and 01 is any element 
oj- A, then: 
Proof. The decomposition (2.1) of ‘%R as a C(A)-module leads to a decom- 
position X = &A X, , where Xx is the ordinary character of the C(A)- 
module e(x) * %R. The effect of (Y on e(x) * %R is multiplication by x(a). Hence 
X;(ucx) = X,(u) . x(a). S’ mce (T is p-regular, the usual properties of modular 
characters tell us that X,(u) = ~~,~(o). Hence 
3. RESIDUE ALGEBRA 
From now on we shall assume that A is a p-group. 
Let D(G 1 A)* be the residue algebra Q(G 1 A)/p . D(G / A) over the field 
z*. We shall use y* to denote the residue in D(G j A)* of the element 
Y E D(G I 4. 
By Theorem 1.9, every nonzero B%,+(Y) appears in some basis of D(G 1 A) 
over B. So B,,(y)* appears in a basis of D(G / A)* over 3”. In particular 
B,,(y)* # 0. Hence Corollary 1.6 becomes: 
B,,,,(r)* # 0 if and only if (1.5) holds. (3.1) 
Since A is a p-group, x(a) = 1 ( mod p), for any x E A, a E A. So (1.3a) 
becomes 
%J(%Y%) * = 4,(Y) *3 for all 01~ ,01a E A, y  E G, x, $ E d. (3.2) 
Finally the product of two nonzero elements B,,,,(y)*, Bit(S)* is now given, 
in the notation of Lemma 1.7, by: 
-= 0. if Z#C (3.3) 
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where the prime denotes summation over only those i = 1, 0-e) t satisfying: 
A n pi” = A n A6 n Ayers. (3.4a) 
For future application we need another form of (3.4a). Conjugate both 
sides by (yol&l. Replace the term A”i-lr-’ by Ap-‘. The resulting equality 
Ab”i8)-1 n A = A(Y%B)-’ n AY-l n A 
is equivalent to (3.4a). 
(3.4b) 
We recall (see [d]), that a subgroup D is strongly closed in A if 
A n DY g D, for all y E G. For any such subgroup D, let 3(D)* be the sub- 
space of D(G 1 A)* spanned by all B,,(y)* f or which y satisfies either of the 
equivalent conditions: 
AnArsD (3.5a) 
A+ n Ac D (3Sb) 
LEMMA 3.6. 3(D)* is a two-sided ideal of D(G 1 A)*. 
Proof. Let y E G satisfy (3.5). Pick x, #, 5, 5 E A and 6 E G so that 
B,,(y)* # 0 and B&6)* # 0. Then B,,(y)* * B&8)* is given by (3.3). If 
B&Y&* appears in the sum in (3.3), then 01~ satisfies (3.4b). But this implies 
A(+S)-l n A c Ar-’ r\ A z D. So BxE(~~iS)* E S(D)*. We conclude that 
3(D)* is a right ideal. 
A similar proof, based on (3.4a), shows that r(D)* is a left ideal. 
Two properties of 3(D)* are important to us. First, it is an algebra (usually 
without identity) over g*. Second, it is a left C(A)-module (since it is a left 
D(G 1 A)-module). We wish to show that 3(D)* is a matrix algebra, and that 
its matrix structure is “compatible” with its structure as a C(A)-module. 
Let 1 =A,, ha;.., hI,:nl be the characters in A which are trivial on D. 
They form a subgroup Dl of A. Choose any coset representatives or , *mm, 
K,~, for DI in A. Then every x E A is a unique product htKh , for 
some i = 1, a.., [A : D], h = 1, a**, ( D j. For any i,j = 1, *.., [A : D], 
let .3(D); be the subspace of .3(D)* spanned by all BAilh,A,&)*, where 
h, k = I, -so, I D I, and y E G satisfies (3.5). 
PROPOSITION 3.7. 3(D)* is the direct sum of its [A : D12 subspaces 3(D)& 
There is a linear isomorphism Lij of 3(D); onto 3(D)& satisfying: 
-h(4,,A,K,(Y)*) = f&n,K~(Y)*t 
whenever h, k = 1, . . . . ( D 1, and y  E G satis$es (3.5). 
(3.8) 
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If y E 3(D); and z E 3(D):,, , then: 
y  ‘3 IQ’ iI,,; I,,,&)), q j  =i 
= 0, if j $- j’, (3.9) 
Finally, each 3(D); is (I C(,-l)-submodule, and Lii is a Ct.-I)-isomorphism. 
Proof. Let y1 , ..., yr E G be representatives of those double cosets AyA 
for which y  satisfies (3.5). From Theorem 1.9 and (3.2), it follows that 
J(D)* has a basis consisting of all HAIKl,.AjK,J~I)*, where i, j mP 1, ..., [,4 : D], 
II, k = I, -.., / I) I, 1 =- 1, . . . . Y, and 
For the same reasons, the elements of this basis with fixed i, j form a basis 
for 3(D): . Since our basis for 3(D)* is the disjoint union of our bases for the 
S(D): , the former space is the direct sum of the latter spaces. 
From (3.5b) we conclude that d n .4yl s D”r. By hypothesis Xyl /oYI 
is trivial. So 
Similarly 
f  ‘b ,4nilY1 =- Kk ~AnJJY! 
Hence (3.10) is equivalent to: 
Kh 
Yi I  
!ACVlY~ 
= KIC lAnAYl . (3.11) 
It follows that the map sending BA,Kh,ni,,(~2)* onto BKh.&)*, where 
h, k = 1, .+. , ! D /, I = 1, ..., r and (3.11) holds, carries our basis for 3(D),j* 
onto our basis for 3(D)ll * in a one-to-one manner. So it induces a linear 
z*-isomorphism Li, of J(D): onto 3(D)fI . 
The fact that Li, satisfies (3.8) f  o 11 ows immediately from its definition and 
(3.2). 
I f  y  and z are elements of our bases for Z(D); , S(D)zj,, respectively, then 
(3.9) follows from (3.3) and (3.8). It must then hold for all elements y, x by 
linearity. 
Suppose y  E C(A). Corollary 1.6 implies that B&) f  0 if and only if 
,y = z/i So (1.3~) becomes: y  : Cxc,l B,,(y). I f  B&S) f  0, then t = I in 
Lemma 1.7, and we may choose a1 = 1. Hence: 
y I&(S)” -= c fuY)* B,,(s)* = ~sh4”. (3.12) 
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Clearly A n A9 = A n A*. So (3.12) shows that s(D): is a C(A)-submodule 
and, together with (3.8), that Lij is a C(A)-isomorphism. 
COROLLARY 3.13. Let Uij be the [A : D] x [A : D] matrix with 1 in the 
i, jth place and 0 elsewhere. Then there is an algebra isomorphism L between 
3(D)* and the matrix algebra [S(D)j+&A:DI , dejked by L(y) = Lij(y) . Vii, 
f3r y EWE, i,] = 1, ..a, [A : D]. 
Suppose that 111 is an irreducible D(G 1 A)*-module. Then 3(D)* * % is a 
submodule. It must be either (0) or 3. In the former case we may say % 
is trivial for 3(D)*; in the latter, that 91 is nontrivial for 3(D)*. For nontrivial 
R the following theorem is basic: 
THEOREM 3.14. Let the irreducible ~I(G ( A)*-module ‘% be nontrivikl for 
3(D)*. Fix h = 1, e.0, [ D (. Then the subspaces e&K,) * %, e(&J - %, e-0, 
e(hI,,,lqJ . % are all isomorphic as C(A)-modules. 
Proof. Let ‘+* be the maximal two-sided ideal of D(G 1 A)* sending % 
into (0). Since % is nontrivial for 3(D)*, we must have 
3(D)* + $J* = D(G ( A)*. 
Hence : 
D(G / A)*/$* = S(D)* + Fp*/rp* N 3(D)*/(p* n 3(D)*. (3.15) 
This is an isomorphism both as algebras and as two-sided D(G j A)*- 
modules. 
It follows from (3.15) that p* n 3(D)* is a maximal regular two-sided 
ideal of S(D)*. By Corollary 3.13, 3(D)* is a matrix ring. So CD* n 3(D)* 
must have the form: 
where Cp& = !J%* n 3(D),*, is a maximal regular two-sided ideal of 9(D),*, . 
Let 3& be a left ideal of D(D); which is minimal among those properly 
containing 13: . Then 
is a left ideal of 3(D)* which is minimal among those properly containing 
g* n r(D)*. From the isomorphism (3.15), it follows that J* is a left ideal 
of D(G ) A)*, and that % is isomorphic, as an D(G 1 A)*-module, to 
3*/g* n 3(D)*. 
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To prove our theorem, it suffices to demonstrate that, for any i = 1, .*., 
[A : D]: 
e&+J % e! e(qJ (~~#g,,, us C(A)-modules. (3.16) 
It is not immediately obvious that z@/!Q& is a C(A)-module. But 3(D)& 
is, by Proposition 3.7, and J*, ‘$* are, since they are left D(G 1 A)-ideals. 
SO 3fr = 3(D)& n J*, and Q& -= Zj(D)Tr n Q* are both C(A)-modules. 
Hence 3&/vu;“, is. 
The subspace e(qJ . 3(D)& is spanned by all BKh,&)*, where k = 1, ..., 
/ D (, and y  E G satisfies (3.5). Using a similar description of e(&cJ . 3(D)& , 
it is clear from (3.8) that L;: defines a C(A)-isomorphism of e(qJ . Z(D); 
onto e(XiKh) .3(U),*, . So L;‘, defines C(A)-isomorphisms of 
and of e(Kh) . q,*, onto e(hiKh) (!$* n S(D);). We finally get C(A)-isomor- 
phisms: 
* 
e(Q) ’ (%!‘P&) ‘u eh) %/eh) ‘Pll 
It is clear that e(&Kh) . Sal = (0), if i’ # i .Hence 
So we have C(A)-isomorphisms: 
et&K,) ‘3; rY e(h,K,,) (3*/q* n 3(D)*) 
These, together with (3.17), prove (3.16). 
4. BRAUER'S THEOREM 
Let LY. be an element of G having order pa > 1. We wish to investigate the 
values of an irreducible character X of G on elements of the form (TOI, where o 
is a p-regular element of G centralizing N. 
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To apply the methods of this paper, let A be the cyclic subgroup generated 
by (Y, and D the subgroup generated by a~. Clearly D is strongly closed in A. 
For any y  E G, either A n A” = A or A n AY E D. In the former case 
y  E N(A), so all B,,(y)* lie in n(N(A) ] A)*. In the latter case all &&)* 
lie in 3(D)*. So n(G 1 A)* has the decomposition: 
D(G 1 A)* = n(N(A) 1 A)* +3(D)*. (4.1) 
In view of Theorem 1.9 and (3.2), this is clearly a direct sum (of vector spaces, 
not rings). 
Brauer [I] defines a homomorphism S of 3(n[G]) into the center of 
s*[C(A)] sending a class sum xYEKy into &K,-,C(aJ y. Furthermore 
C(A) E B(N(A) ] A). So there is a natural homomorphism of s*[C(A)] 
into B(N(A) j A)*. On the other hand, Proposition 1.10 gives a natural 
homomorphism of 3(D[GJ) into 8(G I A)*. And (4.1) a homomorphism of 
D(G 1 A)* onto D(N(A) 1 A)* N Zl(G ( A)*/3(D)*. 
As you might expect, we have: 
LEMMA 4.2. The diagram of kg homomorphisms: 
s 
is commutative. 
n(G I A)* -4 D(N(A) 1 A)* 
Proof. Let K be a class in G. Divide it into subsets Kl , e-e, K, as in the 
proof of Proposition 1.10. Then, by (1.11): 
@Y)* = 2 [A n AYi :G]* ZB&)*. i=l 
I f  A n AYi 5 D, then BcC(yi)* E 3(D)*. I f  An Ayi Q D, then 
A n AYi = A, and ‘yi E N(A). So: 
(2~)” = y,EzAl LA n Ayi : CA* ~ABId~i)* (mod 3(D)*). 
1 
Suppose yi E N(A), but yi 6 C(A). Then Ci C A. So [A n AYi : CJ* = 0. 
On the other hand, if yi E C(A), then [A n Aye : C,]* = 1. So: 
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It follows that the image of C,,, y  under the lower left chain of homo- 
morphisms in our diagram is I: Y,-C(A) yi*. But K n C(A) is just the set of . 
all yz E C(A). So xy,ECcA) yi* is also the image of xYeK y  under the upper 
right chain. Hence the diagram commutes. 
Since 5 contains all j G /th roots of unity, there is an irreducible G[G]- 
module %I having X as its character. Let e be the unique primitive idempotent 
of 3(D[G]) which acts as identity on %. An irreducible s*[C(A)]-module % 
belongs to a block corresponding to e if S(e) acts as identity on 2. 
We now can state Brauer’s theorem: 
THEOREM 4.3. Let 3,) .a., 2,, be the distinct irreducible ij*[C(A)]-modules 
belonging to blocks corresponding to e. Let y1 , ..., qrn be their respective modular 
characters. Then there exist algebraic integers c1 , .‘., c, such that: 
for all p-regular (I E C(A). (4 *4) 
Proof. We first apply Section 2. Inside % construct a finitely-generated 
D(G 1 A)-module %R spanning %. Let X be the residue module ‘337/p . %R. 
Then ‘% has a composition series % = %,r) %, 3 ... r) s2, = (0), as an 
D(G / A)-module. Let 6< be the irreducible D(G 1 A)-module %-i/9& , for 
i 2- 1 , ..-, n. Then (2.2) and Proposition 2.3 imply: 
Next we apply Section 3. Suppose some Gi is nontrivial for 3(D)*. Then 
Theorem 3.14 implies: 
5~,~~.~,(4 =- T~~.GJu), for j = 1, . . . . [A : D], h = 1, .‘., / D [. 
Since 01$ D, the sum cjcl ‘a’D1 X,(a) is zero. Hence: 
IDI [A:DJ 
2 Vx,G,(“) X(“, = 2 
YEA 
9;4h.Gi(u) Kh((Y) * C xj(a) = O. 
h=l i=l 
So (4.5) simplifies to: 
X(UN, =- 2 2 9kG,(4 x(4 
i XEA 
(4.6) 
summed over those i = 1, *.., n for which Gi is trivial for 3(D)*. 
Fix x E a, and an Gi which is trivial for 3(D)*. Since e acts as identity on 
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B, it acts as identity on !J.R, %, and E$ . Since Gi is trivial for 3(D)*, the 
element e + 3(D)* E D(G 1 A)*/3(D)* acts as identity on 6, . In view of 
Lemma 4.2, this means that S(e) acts as identity on E+ , and therefore as 
identity on e(x) * E$ . 
Let e(x) . Gi have the composition series 
e(x) . Gi = G(x, i, 0) 3 6(x, i, 1) 3 ..‘, 
as a C(A)-module. Then S(e) acts as identity on each quotient module 
6(x, i, j - 1)/6(x, i, j). Therefore each quotient in the series is isomorphic to 
some 2,. If N(x, i, k) is the number of quotients 6(x, i, j - l)/G(x, i, j) 
which are isomorphic to 2, , then we have: 
~‘x,~i(~) = 2 Nx, i, k) qk(u). 
k-l 
Substituting this in (4.6) leads to (4.4), with 
summed over all i = 1, **a, n for which $ is trivial for g(D)*. 
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